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Where Roses Grow Wild
The latest "rich, resonant" (Publishers Weekly) fantasy from the World Fantasy
Award-winning author of The Bell at Sealey Head. Eager to graduate from the
school on the hill, Phelan Cle chose Bone Plain for his final paper because he
thought it would be an easy topic. Immortalized by poets and debated by scholars,
it was commonly accepted-even at a school steeped in bardic tradition-that Bone
Plain, with its three trials, three terrors, and three treasures, was nothing more
than a legend, a metaphor. But as his research leads him to the life of Nairn, the
Wandering Bard, the Unforgiven, Phelan starts to wonder if there are any easy
answers

The Bards of Bone Plain
Presents information on contemporary and popular fantasy authors, including
biographical sketches, author quotes, major works and awards, criticism, websites
and blogs, research guides, and author "read-alike" lists.

Patricia A. McKillip and the Art of Fantasy World-Building
Includes audio versions, and annual title-author index.

Fantasy Authors
An “elegant” (Library Journal) fantasy from the World Fantasy Award-winning
author of Solstice Wood Sealey Head is a small town on the edge of the ocean, a
sleepy place where everyone hears the ringing of a bell no one can see. On the
outskirts of town is the one truly great house, Aislinn House, where the aged Lady
Eglantyne lies dying, and where the doors sometimes open not to its own dusty
rooms, but to the wild majesty of a castle full of knights and princesses…

Kingfisher
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Profiles the most significant contemporary British and American writers of fantasy
and horror. Entries cover all aspects of each writer's career.

What Do I Read Next?
'Book Review Index' provides quick access to reviews of books, periodicals, books
on tape and electronic media representing a wide range of popular, academic and
professional interests. More than 600 publications are indexed, including journals
and national general interest publications and newspapers. 'Book Review Index' is
available in a three-issue subscription covering the current year or as an annual
cumulation covering the past year.

What Do I Read Next? 1995
The Winter Rose
From wondrous fairy-lands to nightmarish hellscapes, the elements that make
fantasy worlds come alive also invite their exploration. This first book-length study
of critically acclaimed novelist Patricia A. McKillip's lyrical other-worlds analyzes
her characters, environments and legends and their interplay with genre
expectations. The author gives long overdue critical attention to McKillip's work
and demonstrates how a broader understanding of world-building enables a deeper
appreciation of her fantasies.

Keystone Dairy Goat News
When Ombria’s prince, Royce Greve, breathes his last—in palace rooms high above
the city—he leaves his young son and mistress at the mercy of his ancient and
powerful great-aunt, Domina Pearl. Meanwhile, in a dreamlike underworld peopled
by Ombria’s ghosts, a sorceress weaves her spells and brews her potions, never
revealing her real face—or true heart. And somewhere in between, the struggle to
rule the whole of Ombria—both its light and shadows—will rest in the hands of
those whose fractured lives align like the lost pieces of a magical puzzle….

Library Journal
By the vow of her father and her own desire, Raederle was pledged to Morgon,
Riddle-Master of Hed. But a year had passed since Morgon disappeared on his
search for the High One at Erlenstar Mountain, and rumors claimed he was dead.
Raederle set out to learn the truth for herself, though her small gift of magic
seemed too slight for the perils she must face. The quest led through strange lands
and dangerous adventures. Only her growing powers enabled her at last to reach
Erlenstar Mountain. And there she discovered what she could not bear to accept.
Accompanied by Deth, the High One's Harper, she fled. And behind them came a
pursuer whose name was Morgon, bent on executing a grim destiny upon Raederle
and Deth. Her only hope lay in summoning the Hosts of the Dead, led by the King
whose skull she bore
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The Moon and the Face
During the wedding festivities of his king, Cyan Dag, a knight of Gloinmere, is
sought out by a mysterious bard and told a terrifying tale: that the king has
married a false queen - a lie cloaked in ancient and powerful sorcery. Spurred on
by his steadfast honour and loyalty, Cyan departs on a dangerous quest to rescue
the real queen from her tower prison - to prevent war, and to awaken magic in a
land that has lost its way

The Book of Atrix Wolfe
Provides an annotated listing of recommended reading material for students in
grades nine through twelve, or ages fifteen through eighteen.

Feminist Bookstore News
Winter Rose
The Bell at Sealey Head
Ombria in Shadow
The third book in the sweeping, multi-generational saga that began with The Tea
Rose, The Wild Rose is a "lush story of epic proportions" (Romantic Times Book
Review). The Wild Rose is a part of the sweeping, multi-generational saga that
began with The Tea Rose and continued with The Winter Rose. It is London, 1914.
World War I looms on the horizon, women are fighting for the right to vote, and
explorers are pushing the limits ofendurance in the most forbidding corners of the
earth. Into this volatile time, Jennifer Donnelly places her vivid and memorable
characters: Willa Alden, a passionate mountain climber who lost her leg while
summiting Kilimanjaro with Seamus Finnegan, and who will never forgive him for
saving her life; Seamus Finnegan, a polar explorer who tries to forget Willa as he
marries a beautiful young schoolteacher back home in England; Max von Brandt, a
handsome German sophisticate who courts high society women, but has a secret
agenda in wartime London. Many other beloved characters from The Winter Rose
continue their adventures in The Wild Rose as well. With myriad twists and turns,
thrilling cliffhangers, and fabulous period detail and atmosphere, The Wild Rose
provides a highly satisfying conclusion to an unforgettable trilogy.

Heir of Sea and Fire
They have lived among us for centuries-distant, separate, just out of sight. They fill
our myths, our legends, and the stories we tell our children in the dark of night.
They come from the air, from water, from earth, and from fire. What are these
creatures that enjoin out imagination? Faeries. Megan is an artist who draws
seascapes. Jonah owns a shop devoted to treasures from the deep. Their lives, so
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strongly touched by the ocean, become forever intertwined when enchanting
people of the sea lure them further into the underwater world-and away from each
other.

The Changeling Sea
Sorrow and trouble and bitterness will hound you and yours and the children of
yours… Some said the dying words of Nial Lynn, murdered by his own son, were a
wicked curse. To others, it was a winter’s tale spun by firelight on cold, dark nights.
But when Corbet Lynn came to rebuild his family estate, memories of his
grandfather’s curse were rekindled by young and old--and rumors filled the heavy
air of summer. In the woods that border Lynn Hall, free-spirited Rois Melior roams
wild and barefooted. And as autumn gold fades, she is consumed with Corbet Lynn,
obsessed with his secret past…

Harriet and Isabella
I thought that the hardest thing I would have to face this year would be Trial
Month.Gods, I was naïve. My name is Luna Moon. Don't ask me what I am, because
complicated doesn't even begin to cut it. I recently found out that everything I
knew to be true has been a lie. Including who I am.The goddesses and their chosen
Guardians have been keeping a secret, and in the wrong hands, this secret would
plunge our worlds into chaos. We are the only thing that stands in the way of the
realms' greatest evil escaping his eternal prison. Scratch that, I'M the only thing
standing in his way. Themis' scales have tipped. Nobody is safe. Nothing is as it
seems. No one can be trusted.***Author Note***The Last Vessel is the first book in
The Chronicles of Luna Moon series. This will not be your ordinary love story, for
they are not your typical heroes. The Last Vessel is a medium-burn reverse harem
intended for readers 18 years and over. It contains strong language, violence, and
adult themes. The series also contains overbearing, overprotective, Alpha males
who will try anything to keep Luna safeI did say 'try', right?

The Riddle-master of Hed
The Tower at Stony Wood
World Fantasy Award winner Patricia A. McKillip tells "an enchanting fantasy that is
tinged with realism and romance." (School Library Journal) Since the day her
father's fishing boat returned without him, Peri and her mother have mourned his
loss. Her mother sinks into a deep depression and spends her days gazing out at
the sea. Unable to control her anger and sadness any longer, Peri uses the small
magic she knows to hex the sea. And suddenly into her drab life come the King's
sons—changelings with strange ties to the underwater kingdom—a young
magician, and, finally, love. "McKillip is a master storyteller; her tale rings true as if
it were being told from memory."—Kirkus Reviews, pointer review From the
Paperback edition.

For Younger Readers
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In seeking the answer to the riddle of the three stars on his forehead and the three
stars on the enchanted harp and sword, Morgon, Prince of Hed, goes ultimately to
the High One, himself.

Winter Sky
It has been twelve years since a dark, murderous figure stalked the alleys and
courts of Whitechapel. And yet, in the summer of 1900, East London is still poor,
still brutal, still a shadow city to its western twin. Among the reformers is an
idealistic young woman named India Selwyn-Jones, recently graduated from
medical school. With the help of her influential fiancé--Freddie Lytton, an up-andcoming Liberal MP--she works to shut down the area's opium dens that destroy
both body and soul. Her selfless activities better her patients' lives and bring her
immense gratification, but unfortunately, they also bring her into direct conflict
with East London's ruling crime lord--Sid Malone. India is not good for business and
at first, Malone wants her out. But against all odds, India and Sid fall in love.
Different in nearly every way, they share one thing in common--they're both
wounded souls. Their love is impossible and they know it, yet they cling to it
desperately. Lytton, India's fiancé, will stop at nothing to marry India and gain her
family's fortune. Fractious criminal underlings and rivals conspire against Sid.
When Sid is finally betrayed by one of his own, he must flee London to save his life.
Mistakenly thinking him dead, India, pregnant and desperate, marries Freddie to
provide a father for hers and Sid's child. India and Sid must each make a terrible
sacrifice--a sacrifice that will change them both forever. One that will lead them to
other lives, and other placesand perhaps--one distant, bittersweet day--back to
each other.

Solstice Wood
Facing the grim prospect of a forced marriage to a feckless minion of King
Stephen's, Rosalynde, the defiant youngest daughter of Morwen Pendragon takes
matters into her own hands. With the help of her mother's spell book and a stolen
wimple, she disguises herself as a plain, matronly nun and flees her loveless fate
Giles de Vere, lord of Warkworth, is facing his own arranged marriage--to Rose's
sister, the reclusive Seren, reputed to be the loveliest woman in all of Wales. But
destiny has its own wayward plans, and when the bold knight finds himself a
reluctant champion to a runaway nun, he hasn't any clue of the lady's true identity.
All he knows is that while Rose is far from beautiful, there's something magical
about her that speaks to his heart

The Last Vessel
An enchanting novel by Meg Cabot, originally writing under the name Patricia
Cabot—released as an e-book for the first time! She was ruled by her head Only
one thing stood between Edward, Lord Rawlings, and a life of rakish debauchery: a
spinster. Even worse, a liberal, educated vicar's daughter, guardian to ten-year-old
Jeremy, the true heir to the title Edward did not want. If Jeremy would not assume
dukedom, Edward must, a fate of dire responsibility and utter boredom. But this
time, her heart was taking the reins. Since there had never been a female his
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lordship couldn't charm, Edward was sure he would win over the old girl. But
Pegeen MacDougal was neither old, nor a girl-she was all woman, with a prickly
tongue, infernal green eyes and a buried sensuality that drove him mad.
Unfortunately, she loathed him and his class for their fripperies and complete
disregard for the less fortunate. But for the sake of the boy, she agreed to
accompany him back to his estate. The rise was quickly apparent. For Pegeen
knew she could resist Edward's money, his power, his positionhis entire world. It
was his kiss, however, that promised to be her undoing Where Roses Grow Wild.

Talking Book Topics
Twenty years ago, the powerful mage Atrix Wolfe unleashed an uncontrollable
force that killed his beloved king. Now, the Queen of the Wood has offered him one
last chance for redemption. She asks him to find her daughter, who vanished into
the human world during the massacre he caused. No one has seen the princess-but
deep in the kitchens of the Castle of Pelucir, there is a scullery maid who appeared
out of nowhere one night long ago. She cannot speak and her eyes are full of
sadness. But there are those who call her beautiful.

A Winter's Rose
In the new fantasy from the award-winning author of the Riddle-Master Trilogy, a
young man comes of age amid family secrets and revelations, and transformative
magic. Hidden away from the world by his mother, the powerful sorceress Heloise
Oliver, Pierce has grown up working in her restaurant in Desolation Point. One day,
unexpectedly, strangers pass through town on the way to the legendary capital
city. “Look for us,” they tell Pierce, “if you come to Severluna. You might find a
place for yourself in King Arden’s court.” Lured by a future far away from the bleak
northern coast, Pierce makes his choice. Heloise, bereft and furious, tells her son
the truth: about his father, a knight in King Arden’s court; about an older brother
he never knew existed; about his father’s destructive love for King Arden’s queen,
and Heloise’s decision to raise her younger son alone. As Pierce journeys to
Severluna, his path twists and turns through other lives and mysteries: an inn
where ancient rites are celebrated, though no one will speak of them; a legendary
local chef whose delicacies leave diners slowly withering from hunger; his
mysterious wife, who steals Pierce’s heart; a young woman whose need to escape
is even greater than Pierce’s; and finally, in Severluna, King Arden's youngest son,
who is urged by strange and lovely forces to sacrifice his father’s kingdom. Things
are changing in that kingdom. Oldmagic is on the rise. The immensely powerful
artifact of an ancient god has come to light, and the king is gathering his knights to
quest for this profound mystery, which may restore the kingdom to its former
glory—or destroy it From the Hardcover edition.

Something Rich and Strange
A novelization based on a nineteenth-century sex scandal traces how the downfall
of Henry Ward Beecher divided the nation and severed the loving relationship
between his sisters, author Harriet Beecher Stowe and suffragist Isabella Beecher
Hooker.
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Best Books for High School Readers
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

Moon-Flash
The World Fantasy Award-winning author's foray into the modern world-now in
paperback. No stranger to the realms of myth and magic, World Fantasy Awardwinning author Patricia A. McKillip presents her first contemporary fantasy in many
years-a tale of the tangled lives mere mortals lead, when they turn their eyes from
the beauty and mystery that lie just outside of the everyday When bookstore
owner Sylvia Lynn returns to her childhood home in upstate New York, she meets
the Fiber Guild-a group of local women who meet to knit, embroider, and sew-and
learns why her grandmother watches her so closely. A primitive power exists in the
forest, a force the Fiber Guild seeks to bind in its stitches and weavings. And Sylvia
is no stranger to the woods

Book Review Index
Almost twelve-year-old Siria, who chases firetrucks in the middle of the night to
ensure her fire fighter dad's safety, learns about bravery one winter as she tries to
mend a broken friendship.

The Tea Rose
Riverworld was a planet of Eden whose people possessed the power of dreaming
the future. Kyreol, daughter of a Healer, pierced the vision veil to discover the
ultimate truth - that her home world unknowingly hosted the way station of a vast
interstellar civilisation. An evil star shone on Kyreol's first mission as an
interplanetary agent. Her ship fell out of space, cracking on a lonely, mysterious
moon. Rising from its endless plains was the white city - awesome, abandoned,
eons-dead - a silent world of secret wonders. Only her prophetic dreams linked
Kyroel to Riverworld, but she was hopelessly marooned light-years away. And she
was not alone

Milking Shorthorn Year Book
In the tales of World Fantasy Award-winning author Patricia McKillip, nothing is
ever as it seems. A mirror is never just a mirror; a forest is never just a forest.
Here, it is a place where a witch can hide in her house of bones and a prince can
bargain with his heartwhere good and evil entwine and wear each others' faces
and where a bird with feathers of fire can quench the fiercest longing

Song for the Basilisk
The Wild Rose
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The Tea Rose is a towering old-fashioned story, imbued with a modern sensibility,
of a family's destruction, of murder and revenge, of love lost and won again, and of
one determined woman's quest to survive and triumph. East London, 1888-a city
apart. A place of shadow and light where thieves, whores, and dreamers mingle,
where children play in the cobbled streets by day and a killer stalks at night, where
bright hopes meet the darkest truths. Here, by the whispering waters of the
Thames, a bright and defiant young woman dares to dream of a life beyond
tumbledown wharves, gaslit alleys, and the grim and crumbling dwellings of the
poor. Fiona Finnegan, a worker in a tea factory, hopes to own a shop one day,
together with her lifelong love, Joe Bristow, a costermonger's son. With nothing but
their faith in each other to spur them on, Fiona and Joe struggle, save, and sacrifice
to achieve their dreams. But Fiona's dreams are shattered when the actions of a
dark and brutal man take from her nearly everything-and everyone-she holds dear.
Fearing her own death at the dark man's hands, she is forced to flee London for
New York. There, her indomitable spirit-and the ghosts of her past-propel her rise
from a modest west side shopfront to the top of Manhattan's tea trade. Authentic
and moving, Jennifer Donnelly's The Tea Rose is an unforgettable novel.

In The Forests Of Serre
Forthcoming Books
From the World Fantasy Award-winning author of The Bards of Bone Plain.
Something half-woke in him, and he froze on the threshold, seeing misshapen
faces billow in the flames. As a child, Rook had been taken in by the bards of Luly,
and raised as one of their own. Of his past he knew nothing—except faint
memoires of fire and death that he'd do anything to forget. But nightmares, and a
new threat to the island that had become his own, would not let him escape the
dreadful fate of his true family. Haunted by the music of the bards, he left the only
home he knew to wander the land of the power-hungry Basilisk who had destroyed
his family. And perhaps, finally, to find a future in the fulfillment of his forgotten
destiny

Supernatural Fiction Writers: Guy Gavriel Kay to Roger Zelazny
This omnibus edition combines the acclaimed Patricia A. McKillip's two sciencefiction novels, Moon-Flash and The Moon and the Face. Kyreol's small world begins
at the Face, a high rock cliff, and ends at Fourteen Falls, a series of rapids. Each
year, her people celebrate Moon-Flash—a spark of light that seems to come from
and go into the moon, a symbol of life and joy. When a mysterious stranger arrives,
Kyreol wants to know more about him, as well as the Moon-Flash, and soon she
and her childhood friend Terje leave their home to look for answers. Those answers
will pluck Kyreol from Riverworld and transform her life forever—by fast-forwarding
her into a future she can barely comprehend.

Books for the Teen Age
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The School Librarian
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